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Route convergence

Detection (link status, routing update, BFD failure etc.)
Topology database update
Compute new optimal path
Download to forwarding plane
Switch forwarding plane to new path
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Route convergence

Route convergence starts with IGP routing
- Usually deals with 100s of prefixes
- Usual implementations are already fairly optimized (IOS-XR / JunOS)
- May be improved with e.g. IS-IS Loop-Free Alternates (LFA)

Customer (and external) routes most often in BGP
- A full Internet table presently at ~670k prefixes
- Re-programming the full forwarding table can take considerable time
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IS-IS Loop Free Alternates

RFC 5286 (basic LFA)
RFC 7490 (remote LFA)

Uses pre-computed «backup routes»
- The data plane can on link loss switch to using backup path without IS-IS recomputation or 

FIB re-programming
- Coverage dependent on topology and route metric setup
- Coverage may be extended by use of automatic (MPLS-based) tunnels
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Traditional «flat FIB»
- Per-prefix outgoing interface(+) in forwarding 

table
- Each prefix needs separate update on route 

change

Hierarchical FIB
- Each prefix points to next-hop list
- Each next-hop in list points to IGP next-hop 

list
- Each IGP next-hop points to outgoing 

interface(+)
- Updates can be done to next-hop list 

independent of the individual prefixes

Scaling with number of prefixes?
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BGP Prefix-Independent Convergence

Exists in two variants:
- BGP PIC core
- BGP PIC edge (may need auto-tunnelling to send traffic to other PE device)
- IETF draft draft-ietf-rtgwg-bgp-pic-05 (Informational)

Uses hierarchical data structure in FIB
Needs available paths to select from
- Leads to «advertise-external» / «advertise best-external» configurations
- Complications for use of route reflectors (may not be needed in our environment)
- The paths must be independent...

Needs signal from e.g. IS-IS on failure
- May need to turn off «next-hop-self» for iBGP to get trigger for route change
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BGP PIC implementation status

Championed by Cisco
- Exists in IOS-XR, newer IOS, and newer IOS-XE
- UNINETT has used BGP PIC on IOS-XR with no ill effects; appears to be a mature 

implementation

Also exists in «newish» JunOS
- BGP PIC core for inet/inet6 available from 15.1
- However...  There may be bugs:

l PPC-based MX-routers afflicted by bug which can cause routing loops (non-public 
PR#1282520, hopefully fixed in 16.1R6, due later this year)

l NORDUnet has also observed «strangeness» with BGP PIC on larger MX routers, but so far 
no PR has been opened

Alternative to BGP PIC?
- Not really, but ... do you Really need all those routes?
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Questions?
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